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569 Settlers Rd, Lower Macdonald

PRICE REDUCTION, MOTIVATED VENDOR - Waterfront
Home, Direct Access to MacDonald River

3 2 2

Waterfront properties in this location are rarely on offer, when they are, they

Price

$799,000

don't last long. Located in a beautiful and peaceful area commonly known as

Property Type

residential

'Sunnyvale' in Lower MacDonald, you will find this well presented and

Property ID

430

spacious split level home that has direct access to a quiet stretch of the

Land Area

683 m2

MacDonald River (feeds into the Hawkesbury River). Next door to the home
is a council reserve, providing privacy from the neighbour and an additional
area for the kids to enjoy and run around in.

Agent Details
Rhys Coles - 0406704040

The home is well set out with a parents retreat upstairs including an en-

Office Details

suite the size of your usual main bathroom and an amazing spa bath that

Wisemans Ferry

overlooks the yard and river. Here you can hide away, relax and enjoy the

Shop 11, 5557 Old Northern Road

views.

Wisemans Ferry NSW 2775 Australia

The second level of the home features your main living areas including the
kitchen, dining area, lounge with slow combustion fireplace & a separate
sitting or media room as well as a separate toilet, walk in storage room and
large
pantry. From the living areas you can access the large wrap around
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living

area, could be a perfect toy room for the kids or office space, combined
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